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This dyadic is not the dyadic AB -BA, but is related to it as follows: 
In a similar way, the commutators of a scalar operator P with the components of a vector A form a vector:
With these definitions we may derive a set of rules for the manipulation of such vectors. All associative and distributive properties of ordinary vector analysis are preserved; other elementary operations must be performed in accordance with the formulas where s and , indicate the scalar and vector obtained by inserting dots and crosses, respectively, between the two vectors of each dyad in a dyadicthe scalar and vector of the dyadic as defined by Gibbs.
The following commutation rules are very useful: 
As an example of the application of these rules to quantum mechanics we may derive the commutation rules connecting the position r and momentum p of an electron with the angular momentum L = r X P, and in particular show that r2 and p2 commute with L. Aside from their applicability to the quantum mechanical operators, these formulas are of interest in ordinary vector analysis in that they furnish a rigorous method of handling the operator V = i 6/ x + j b/ y + k 6/bz without the necessity of the usual calculation by components. The properties of V are completely given by the following set of commutators, where u and v represent ordinary commutative vectors, u and v ordinary scalars:
[u, V] = -{Vu}c =-{Vu}-{V X u}X X (19) the last equation following from (3) and (2);
By convention, we let V operate on everything which follows it unless V and the operand are set off by braces as on the right of the above relations. These commutators turn out then to be not operators, but ordinary dyadics and vectors.
Mn terms of these commutators and the rules (5) to (11) (10), (11) and (18) V vu = v*Vu + {V vIu V X vu = -v X Vu + IV X vlu.
The gradient of u -v is given by the calculation:
-from (18) and (9) (an expression such as u * vV vanishes-V is to be considered as operating on unity; this vanishing follows formally from (19)) = vI Vu}c-u 2 The terms in these formulas are not operators, but ordinary vectors and scalars; in none of the following expressions is V to be considered as operating on an unwritten argument as hitherto. Each term in the following formulas should properly be enclosed in braces.
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